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Background. Prospective surveillance by physical therapists enables early detection
and treatment of breast cancer–related lymphedema (BCRL). Strategies to increase access
to prospective surveillance could reduce the burden of BCRL on patients and the health
system. One potential solution is self-managed surveillance that does not require in-person
assessment by a specialized physical therapist.

Objective. The objective was to develop and test the reliability and validity of a written
and video-supported protocol for women with breast cancer to self-measure arm circum-
ference.

Design. This was a cross-sectional reliability and validity study.

Results. The intrarater reliability between CIRself_home and CIRself_lab and the interrater reli-
ability between CIRself_lab and CIRther was high to excellent for both arms in both groups (in-
traclass correlation coefficient ≥0.86). VOLself_lab correlated strongly with VOLper (r ≥ 0.95),
demonstrating excellent validity. Participants reported strong intention, self-efficacy, and
positive attitude toward the performance of self-managed surveillance for BCRL, which
was not perceived to increase worry about having or getting BCRL.

Methods. Participants with (n = 20) and without (n = 21) BCRL completed self-
measurement of arm circumference on both arms at home (CIRself_home) and at the lab
(CIRself_lab) (intrarater reliability). The CIRself_lab was subsequently compared to measures
performed by a specialized physical therapist (CIRther) (interrater reliability). To test va-
lidity, arm volume calculated from the self-measurements (VOLself_lab) was compared to
perometry measurements (VOLper). Participants completed a questionnaire to assess atti-
tudes for performing self-managed surveillance for BCRL.

Limitations. These findings need to be replicated in a clinical setting to confirm the
reliability and acceptability of self-managed surveillance for BCRL among women newly
diagnosed with breast cancer.

Conclusions. Self-measured arm circumference is reliable and valid among women with
and without BCRL. Self-managed surveillance for BCRL can support self-efficacy without
increasing anxiety.
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I n 2017, over 247,000 women in the United States
were diagnosed with breast cancer and are thus living
with or at risk for developing breast cancer–related

lymphedema (BCRL).1 The current model of care for
identification of BCRL relies on presentation of significant
visible swelling that is identified by the patient or a health
care provider. However, this approach often results in
missed or delayed diagnoses of BCRL and a protracted
wait for the patient to receive necessary treatment,2,3

which results in complications and more difficult
management. Research shows that prospective
surveillance for BCRL by a trained physical therapist using
sophisticated measurement tools enables early detection
and treatment for BCRL and reduces the prevalence of
chronic BCRL by 50%.4–6

A vital component of prospective surveillance is the ability
to perform reliable measures to detect BCRL as early as
possible, and once BCRL is established, to monitor arm
volume and treat exacerbations early.7 Traditionally, BCRL
is assessed by serial measures of arm circumference by a
trained physical therapist using a tape measure. In
addition, other objective and reliable measurement tools
for monitoring changes in arm volume and fluid content
are integrated into clinical practice with the goal of
increasing accuracy, speed, and ease of measurement for
the physical therapist and patient, and reducing interrater
error. These approaches, namely water displacement,
perometry, or bioimpedance analysis, are likely more
commonly available at specialized clinical sites. However,
regardless of measurement approach, the main barriers to
a therapist-administered surveillance program are access
by patients to the services of a trained physical therapist,
the ability of the health care system to deliver the
programming (ie, clinical time and resources to follow a
patient for several years), and the time and effort of the
patient to engage in a program.8 As a result, prospective
surveillance is not part of routine care for many patients
with breast cancer.

In contrast to therapist-administered surveillance, a
self-managed surveillance approach might be effective at
improving uptake of prospective surveillance as part of
routine care and ultimately reduce the prevalence of
morbidity associated with BCRL. A key question is
whether a trained physical therapist is needed to obtain
accurate and reliable measures of the arm circumference
and volume, or is it possible for women to perform the
measurements on their own arms. To date, only 1 study
has looked at the correlation of self-measurement with
clinically determined measurements of arm circumference
and volume in women with breast cancer.9 Mori et al9

recruited 17 women with BCRL who had already
undergone intensive decongestive treatment, and a
physical therapist provided in-person teaching for
self-measurement of arm circumference using the
traditional tape-measure approach. High correlations were
reported between self-measurements and measurements

performed by a physical therapist (r = 0.88–0.95), and
moderate correlations between volumes calculated from
circumference measures, obtained by the patient or
physical therapist, and water displacement
(r = 0.59–0.68). These findings indicate that women with
BCRL who are familiar with arm circumference measures
due to extensive interaction with a physical therapist and
receipt of ongoing management of BCRL, and who
received in-person teaching by a physical therapist, can
self-measure arm circumference in a reliable and valid
manner.

To improve the clinical utility of self-managed surveillance
for BCRL and reach patients who do not have access to
trained physical therapists, we propose that an approach
to self-measurement of arm circumference and volume
must: (1) be valid and reliable; (2) be easy to understand,
learn, and perform; (3) have instructions that do not
require in-person teaching; and (4) be inexpensive,
accessible, and easy to use and interpret. The purpose of
this study was to determine whether women with breast
cancer can perform self-measurement of arm
circumference in a reliable and valid manner using written
and video-supported instructions without in-person
teaching by a physical therapist. Specifically, we
compared: (1) repeated self-measurements (intrarater
reliability) obtained by women with breast cancer; (2)
self-measurements with therapist-measurements (interrater
reliability), obtained by an experienced physical therapist;
and (3) self-measurements with perometer measurements
(criterion validity), the gold-standard measure of arm
circumference and arm volume. We hypothesized that
there would be a high to excellent intrarater and interrater
reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC] ≥ 0.75),
and a moderate to high criterion validity (r ≥ 0.5).

Methods
Design
This study was a cross-sectional reliability and validity
study.

Participants
Using posters and postings on University of British
Columbia (UBC) websites, we recruited a convenient
sample of women who had undergone a surgical
procedure for breast cancer with axillary or sentinel
lymph node dissection, including those who were
undergoing chemotherapy or radiation, aged ≥18 years,
who could understand the self-measurement instructions
given in English, and who had access and ability to use
the internet to view a self-measurement video guide.
Participants’ ability to understand English was determined
during an initial phone call when the study purpose and
involvement was explained. Participants with and without
a clinical diagnosis of BCRL (defined as ≥200 mL
difference between arms measured by perometry10–13)
were eligible. All participants signed an informed consent
form before beginning the study.
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Figure 1.
(A) Marking procedure. (B) Measurement procedure.

Procedures
The procedure included 4 steps: (1) self-measurement at
home, (2) self-measurement at the UBC laboratory (lab),
(3) measurement by a trained physical therapist at the lab,
and (4) perometer measurement at the lab. The lab visit
took place within 2 days of the home self-measurement.
Participants were asked to wear a sleeveless top for both
self-measurements. In addition, for both
self-measurements, participants who wore compression
garments were asked to remove these 2 hours before the
measurement session in order to control for the effect of
compression and to allow the stabilization of their BCRL.
All circumference measurements were performed with a
MyoTape® Body Tape Measure (AccuFitness, Denver, CO,
USA), which, traditionally, is used for measuring body
composition and tightens with the push of a button to
allow for a hand-free measurement.

Arm circumference measurement protocol. A
standardized arm circumference measurement protocol
was used throughout, with measures performed on both
arms at the wrist, and 10, 20, 30, and 40 cm proximal to
the wrist. Participants were seated with their arm
supported on a table and the shoulder in approximately
30◦ of forward flexion and 45◦ of elbow flexion. The wrist
landmark and additional measurement points at the set
distances from the wrist were marked on the skin with a
pen (Fig. 1).

Home self-measurement (CIRself_home). This occurred at
participants’ homes. Participants received a study package
by mail, which contained the consent form, the tape
measure, written instructions supplemented with photos
illustrating each step of the measurement protocol, and a
measurement form to record the self-measures. Further, a
website link for the video guide demonstrating how to
perform the measurements was emailed to the
participants. Participants were asked to first review the
written and video material outlining the measurement
process before completing a short quiz on the
self-measurement technique. Participants then performed

the arm circumference measurements of both arms as per
the instructions, recorded the measurements on the
provided form, and sealed the form in the provided
envelope. The envelope with all study material was
returned to the study team at the lab for assessment.

Lab self-measurement (CIRself_lab). At the UBC lab visit,
participants were asked to repeat the self-measurement of
arm circumference with support from the video guide and
written instructions, unsupervised by a physical therapist.

Therapist measurement (CIRther). A single specialized
physical therapist with experience in arm circumference
measures among women with breast cancer performed
arm circumference measures for all participants. The
physical therapist was blinded to the participants’
self-measurement values.

Perometer measurement. An optoelectronic perometer
(Perometer 350S, Pero-system GmbH, Wupertal, Germany)
was used to obtain arm circumference and volume
measures.14 Circumference (CIRper) at the same 5 points
(the wrist, and 10, 20, 30, and 40 cm proximal to the wrist)
and total volume (VOLper) from the wrist to 40 cm
proximal to the wrist was obtained for each arm. All
participants were assessed twice, and the average of 2
consecutive measurements that were within 1% of each
other was recorded.14–16 If not within 1%, then a third
measurement was performed.

Outcome Measures

Measured arm circumference. The CIRself_home, CIRself_lab,
and CIRther were reported in centimeters. Standard error of
the CIRself_home measurements (SEM) was calculated from
the standard deviations and subsequently used to calculate
the minimal detectable change with 95% confidence (95%
MDC). Both were reported in centimeters.

Calculated arm volume. The single truncated cone
calculation was used to determine arm volume in
milliliters (VOLself_home, VOLself_lab, and VOLther) from arm
circumference measures CIRself_home, CIRself_lab, and CIRther,
respectively. The circumference of the arm at the proximal
and distal limits of the segment, and the length between
those limits, were used to calculate the volume of the
segment by using the following formula:

Volume = h(C2
1 +C1×C2+C2

2 )
12π

,

where h = height or length of the cone, C1 = proximal
circumference, and C2 = distal circumference.17 SEM and
95% MDC were calculated from the volume obtained from
the CIRself_home measurements. These were reported in
milliliters and percentages, respectively.

Measured arm volume. VOLper was reported in
milliliters.
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Participant characteristics. Medical and demographic
variables were collected in self-report questionnaires at
the lab visit. Further, anthropometric measures (height and
weight) were collected and used to calculate body mass
index (kg/m2).

Ease of completing self-measurement. The
self-reported ease of performing the self-measurements
was assessed using a scale from 1 to 10, with higher scores
indicating greater ease of performing the measurements.

Motivation to do self-measurement. To assess
participants’ thoughts about performing self-measures for
BCRL, we developed and administered the Thoughts and
Beliefs Questionnaire (eAppendix, available at
https://academic.oup.com/ptj) following the completion
of all measurements at the lab visit. Two versions of the
questionnaire were developed, 1 addressed to participants
with BCRL and another to participants without BCRL. This
14-item questionnaire was developed using the Theory of
Planned Behavior (TPB),18 the Health Belief Model,19 and
the Self-Regulation Model.20

The first section was developed using the Theory of
Planned Behavior and included 8 items. Intention to
perform self-measures for BCRL was assessed with 2 items
(Cronbach alpha = .968). Instrumental attitude was
assessed using 2 items (Cronbach α = .913). Planning,
subjective norm, self-efficacy, and perceived behavioral
control were assessed using 1 item for each scale. These
items were all scored on a 7-point Likert scale (1 to 7),
with higher scores indicating greater levels of positive
thoughts about the self-measures.

The second section of the questionnaire was developed
using the Health Belief Model and Self-Regulation Model,
and included 5 items. Perceived consequence of BCRL was
assessed using 2 items. Perceived risk of BCRL (onset or
exacerbation), worry about BCRL, and perceived
self-regulation ability were assessed using 1 item for each
scale. The 5 items in this section were all scored using a
5-point Likert scale (1 to 5), with higher scores indicating
greater levels of negative thoughts about BCRL. The final
item, which was not theoretically grounded, asked
whether performing self-measures of arm circumference
would increase worry about having/getting BCRL, with
scores ranking from 1 (not at all) to 5 (very much).

Statistical Analysis
Separate analyses were conducted for participants with
and without BCRL. Analyses were performed for the
affected and unaffected arm among participants with
BCRL, and for the dominant and nondominant arm for
participants without BCRL. The intrarater and interrater
reliabilities were calculated using the ICC with
corresponding 95% CIs for each measurement point (cm)
and arm volume (mL). Pearson correlation and the level of
agreement between VOLself_lab and VOLper were calculated

to determine criterion validity. The mean of these
differences (%) were calculated for VOLself_lab and VOLper

and illustrated using Bland-Altman plots. The self-reported
ease of performing the measurements at home and at the
lab was compared using paired t tests.

The motivational data based on the Theory of Planned
Behavior were categorized in 3 levels: “strong” for a mean
score of ≥6, “moderate” for a mean score between 3 and
5, and “weak” for a mean score of ≤2. Similarly, the
motivational data based on the Health Belief Model and
Self-Regulation Model were categorized in 3 levels:
“much/very much” for a score of ≥4, “neutral” for a score
3, and “not at all/somewhat” for a score of ≤2.

Sample Size
Based on our hypothesis of detecting a high to excellent
agreement of ICC ≥ 0.75 between CIRself_home and CIRself_lab

(intrarater reliability) as well as between CIRself_lab and
CIRther (interrater reliability), a sample size of 11 subjects
per group was needed (α = .05, 80% power). In order to
detect a moderate correlation of r ≥ 0.50 for criterion
validity (VOLself_lab and VOLper), a sample size of 20
subjects per group was needed (α = .05, 80% power).

Role of the Funding Source
The study was funded by the Oncology Division of the
Physiotherapy Foundation of Canada. This funding source
had no role in the design, execution, analysis, or
interpretation of the data.

Results
Forty-one participants were included, specifically 20
participants with and 21 without BCRL, with a mean
(standard deviation [SD]) age of 62 (7.5) years and 59
(10.6) years, respectively. Most participants in both groups
were highly educated. More participants with BCRL had
undergone axillary lymph node dissection and had more
lymph nodes removed than participants without BCRL
(Tab. 1). All participants completed the study with no
missing data across groups.

Among participants without BCRL, there was high to
excellent intrarater reliability between CIRself_home and
CIRself_lab for all points of measure and volume
(ICC ≥ 0.86, 95% CI = 0.64–0.94, P < .001) (Tab. 2).
Among participants with BCRL, there was excellent
intrarater reliability between CIRself_home and CIRself_lab for
all points of measure and volume (ICC ≥ 0.93, 95% CI =
0.83–0.97, P < .001). Similarly, the interrater reliability was
high to excellent between CIRself_lab and CIRther for all
points of measure and volume among participants without
BCRL (ICC ≥ 0.88, 95% CI = 0.67–0.96, P < .001), and
excellent among participants with BCRL (ICC ≥ 0.91, 95%
CI = 0.41–0.98, P < .001) (Tab. 2). The 95% MDC ranged
from 0.35 to 1.56 cm for participants without BCRL and
from 0.34 to 1.16 cm among participants with BCRL (Tab.
3). The 95% MDC for the VOLself_home was 110.87 and
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Table 1.
Participant Characteristicsa

Characteristic Participants With BCRL
(n = 20)

Participants Without BCRL
(n = 21)

P

Age, y, mean (SD) 62.00 (7.46) 58.48 (10.56) .24

BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD) 27.97 (4.06) 26.25 (5.62) .27

Ethnicity .59

White 17 (85.0) 19 (90.5)

Asian 3 (15.0) 2 (9.5)

Marital status .75

Married/common law 14 (70.0) 13 (61.9)

Separated/divorced 2 (10.0) 3 (14.3)

Widowed 2 (10.0) 1 (4.8)

Single 2 (10.0) 4 (19.0)

Education .26

High school 2 (10.0) 0 (0)

Some university/college 13 (65.0) 13 (61.9)

Graduate school 5 (25.0) 8 (38.1)

Family income .21

<$40,000/y 1 (5.0) 2 (9.5)

$40,000–$80,000/y 9 (45.0) 7 (33.3)

$80,000–$100,000/y 10 (50.0) 11 (52.4)

Not reported 0 (0) 1 (4.8)

Breast cancer stage .02

I 0 (0) 6 (28.6)

II 7 (35.0) 10 (47.6)

III 12 (60.0) 5 (23.8)

IV 1 (5.0) 0 (0)

Surgery .25

Mastectomy 14 (70.0) 11 (52.4)

Lumpectomy 6 (30.0) 10 (47.6)

Postsurgical complications

Infection 3 (15.0) 3 (14.3) .95

Drainage issues 5 (25.0) 3 (14.3) .39

Seroma 3 (15.0) 2 (9.5) .59

Hematoma 0 (0) 0 (0)

Lymph node dissection <.001

Axillary 19 (95.0) 6 (28.6)

Sentinel 1 (5.0) 14 (66.7)

Not reported 0 (0) 1 (4.8)

No. of nodes removed, mean (SD) 13.30 (4.60) 6.55 (7.01) <.001

Adjuvant treatment

Chemotherapy 18 (90.0) 18 (85.7) .68

(continued)
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Table 1.
Continued

Characteristic Participants With BCRL
(n = 20)

Participants Without BCRL
(n = 21)

P

Radiation 17 (85.0) 17 (80.9) .73

Breast 16 (80.0) 16 (76.2) .77

Axilla 11 (55.0) 8 (38.1) .28

Supraclavicular node 5 (25.0) 3 (14.3) .39

Years since surgery, mean (SD) 7.11 (5.97) 4.09 (4.55) .17

Years since BCRL onset, mean (SD) 5.09 (5.20) NA

aValues are reported as number (percentage) of participants unless otherwise indicated. BCRL = breast cancer–related lymphedema; BMI = body mass index;
NA = not applicable.

Table 2.
Reliability of Self-Measured Arm Circumferencea

Point of
Measure

Type of
Reliabil-

ity

Participants With BCRL
(n = 20)

Participants Without BCRL
(n = 21)

Affected Arm Unaffected Arm Dominant Arm Nondominant Arm

ICC 95% CI P ICC 95% CI P ICC 95% CI P ICC 95% CI P

Wrist Intrarater 0.96 0.91–0.99 <.001 0.93 0.83–0.97 <.001 0.96 0.89–0.98 <.001 0.95 0.88–0.98 <.001

Interrater 0.95 0.70–0.99 <.001 0.91 0.42–0.98 <.001 0.91 0.76–0.96 <.001 0.88 0.67–0.96 <.001

10 cm Intrarater 0.98 0.94–0.99 <.001 0.96 0.89–0.98 <.001 0.91 0.77–0.96 <.001 0.86 0.64–0.94 <.001

Interrater 0.99 0.97–1.00 <.001 0.97 0.92–0.99 <.001 0.97 0.93–0.99 <.001 0.97 0.93–0.99 <.001

20 cm Intrarater 0.99 0.96–0.99 <.001 0.98 0.96–0.99 <.001 0.97 0.91–0.99 <.001 0.97 0.93–0.99 <.001

Interrater 0.99 0.84–1.00 <.001 0.98 0.94–0.99 <.001 0.97 0.91–0.99 <.001 0.98 0.93–0.99 <.001

30 cm Intrarater 0.93 0.83–0.97 <.001 0.98 0.95–0.99 <.001 0.98 0.95–0.99 <.001 0.96 0.91–0.99 <.001

Interrater 0.99 0.97–1.00 <.001 0.99 0.96–1.00 <.001 0.99 0.93–1.00 <.001 0.98 0.96–0.99 <.001

40 cm Intrarater 0.99 0.98–1.00 <.001 0.98 0.95–0.99 <.001 0.99 0.97–1.00 <.001 0.99 0.97–0.99 <.001

Interrater 1.00 1.00–1.00 <.001 1.00 1.00–1.00 <.001 0.99 0.98–1.00 <.001 1.00 0.99–1.00 <.001

Volume Intrarater 0.99 0.98–1.00 <.001 0.99 0.98–1.00 <.001 0.98 0.96–0.99 <.001 0.98 0.96–0.99 <.001

Interrater 1.00 1.00–1.00 <.001 1.00 0.99–1.00 <.001 0.99 0.98–1.00 <.001 0.99 0.97–1.00 <.001

aFor intrarater reliability, self-measured circumference at home was compared with self-measured circumference at the laboratory and volume calculated from the self-measures performed
at home was compared with volume calculated from the self-measures performed at the laboratory. For interrater reliability, self-measured circumference at the laboratory was compared
with therapist-measured circumference, and volume calculated from the self-measures performed at the laboratory was compared with therapist-measured volume. BCRL = breast cancer–
related lymphedema; ICC = intraclass correlation coefficient.

124.19 mL for the nondominant and dominant arm among
participants without BCRL, and 87.59 and 161.19 mL for
the unaffected and affected arm among participants with
BCRL (Tab. 3). Participants with and without BCRL
reported ease of performing the self-measurements both
at home and at the lab; with BCRL: CIRself_home 7.4 (SD =
2.2) and CIRself_lab 8.0 (SD = 1.9), P = .05, and without
BCRL: CIRself_home 6.6 (SD = 2.6) and CIRself_lab 7.3 (SD =
2.2), P = .04.

There was an almost perfect correlation between
VOLself_lab and VOLper among participants with BCRL
(r = 0.98, P < .001) and those without BCRL (r = 0.95,
P < .001). For participants without BCRL, the difference
between VOLself_lab and VOLper was −6.2% (95% CI = −8.7

to −3.6) and −5.9% (95% CI = −9.0 to −2.8) for the
dominant and nondominant arm, respectively (Fig. 2A and
B). For participants with BCRL, the difference between
VOLself_lab and VOLper was −7.7% (95% CI = –9.5 to −5.7)
and −4.0% (95% CI = −7.5 to –0.5) for the affected and
unaffected arm, respectively (Fig. 2C and D).

Participants reported strong intention to perform the
self-measurements at home, positive attitude, and strong
self-efficacy toward self-managed surveillance for BCRL
(Tab. 4). Further, self-managed surveillance for BCRL was
not perceived by most participants to increase worry
about developing or having BCRL.
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Table 3.
Standard Error of Measurement (SEM) and Minimal Detectable Change (MDC)a for Self-Measured Arm Circumference at
Home

Point of
Measure

Participants With BCRL
(n = 20)

Participants Without BCRL
(n = 21)

Affected Arm Unaffected Arm Dominant Arm Nondominant Arm

SD SEM MDC SD SEM MDC SD SEM MDC SD SEM MDC

Wrist 1.20 0.20 0.57 0.97 0.26 0.73 0.73 0.15 0.42 0.58 0.12 0.35

10 cm 2.95 0.42 1.16 1.55 0.34 0.93 1.56 0.47 1.30 1.50 0.56 1.56

20 cm 3.22 0.37 1.02 1.73 0.23 0.64 1.60 0.29 0.80 1.44 0.25 0.68

30 cm 3.59 1.03 0.35 2.77 0.35 0.97 2.52 0.35 0.96 2.60 0.50 1.39

40 cm 3.94 0.12 0.34 3.25 0.18 0.49 4.30 0.45 1.25 4.52 0.53 1.48

Volume (mL) 554.15 58.12 161.10 333.09 31.60 87.59 316.82 44.81 124.19 316.21 39.99 110.87

Volume (%) 2.39 6.63 1.65 4.56 2.48 6.87 2.20 6.11

aMinimal detectable change with 95% confidence. BCRL = breast cancer–related lymphedema.

Discussion
The developed materials and approach to
self-measurement of arm circumference demonstrated
excellent reliability among women with and without
BCRL. Furthermore, we demonstrated an almost perfect
correlation between arm volume calculated from
self-measured arm circumference and that obtained from
the perometer, indicating high criterion validity. However,
in line with previous research,21 the volume obtained from
circumference measurements was 4% to 8% lower than
that obtained from the perometer, and the 2 tools should
therefore not be used interchangeably in a clinical setting.
Lastly, the small measurement errors we demonstrated
show the ability of detecting subtle changes in arm
circumference using measurements obtained at home by
women with breast cancer without in-person teaching by a
physical therapist.

We employed a simple protocol of 5 measurement points
in accordance with previous research.22 Although more
measurement points will create a more accurate estimation
of the total arm volume, we demonstrated perfect
correlations between arm volumes calculated from
self-measurement and those obtained from the perometer.
Further, participants reported that the measurements were
easy to perform, with greater ease reported at the second
session, possibly because participants were more familiar
with the measurement technique. Using this protocol,
subtle increases in circumference at the second, third, and
fourth measurement points (located at 10, 20, and 30 cm
proximal to the wrist) have been demonstrated to predict
the onset of subclinical BCRL.23 The findings by Stout and
colleagues23 suggest that changes at the earliest onset of
BCRL would likely occur in the superficial tissue, primarily
the forearm and distal upper arm, potentially due to early
microlymphatic changes in the deep muscle bulk of the
forearm that create a longer route for lymph drainage in

this region.24 Although optimal monitoring for BCRL
should be comprehensive with multiple measurement
points, Stout et al suggest that the segments 10 to 20 cm
and 20 to 30 cm could have the most clinical utility
because they account for a large amount of the variance in
volume and should be explicitly targeted and monitored
for meaningful change.23 This highlights the importance to
include these 3 measurement points (10, 20, and 30 cm
proximal to the wrist) when monitoring for BCRL and
lends support for the protocol used in the current study.

We demonstrated that self-measurement can detect small
changes in arm circumference (95% MDC: 0.3–1.6 cm) and
volume (95% MDC: 87.6–161.1 mL, which corresponds to
4.6% and 6.9%) calculated from the self-measurements.
Our results align with previous research reporting a
similar ability to detect changes in arm circumference
(95% MDC: 0.6–1.1 cm)25 and volume calculated from
circumference measurements (90% MDC: 149.7–164.8
mL)26 or obtained from the perometer (MDC: 3.3% to
29.4%).27 The measurement error and ability to detect
change is calculated from the sample standard deviation
and, therefore, determined by the homogeneity of arm
size in the study sample. The SEM and MDC in the current
study were, therefore, greatest for the affected arm among
participants with BCRL, which varied from grade I (10%
interlimb difference) to grade III (>30% interlimb
difference). As such, for individuals who measure their
own arms regularly, the ability to detect change will be
better as the variation in any one person’s arm size will be
much smaller than that seen across a group.

Interlimb differences in 1 circumference of 2 cm28 or in
volume measurement of 5% to 10%29 might indicate mild
(grade I) BCRL. With the demonstrated ability to detect
this level of change, self-measurement can, therefore, be
used to detect early onset of BCRL. To facilitate early
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Figure 2.
Agreement between self-measured and perometer-measured arm volume. Bland-Altman plots showing the mean difference and corre-
sponding 95% CIs between arm volumes from perometer (VOLper) and calculated by truncated cone from self-measured arm circumference
(VOLself_lab) for: (A) dominant arm among participants without BCRL; (B) nondominant arm among participants without breast cancer–related
lymphedema (BCRL); (C) the affected arm among participants with BCRL; and (D) the unaffected arm among participants with BCRL.
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Figure 2.
Continued
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Table 4.
Motivation to Perform Self-Measurements for Breast Cancer–Related Lymphedema (BCRL)

Motivational Construct No. (%) of Participants P

With BCRL
(n = 20)

Without BCRL
(n = 21)

Intention (I intend to do the self-measurements at home
every 3 months)

.14

Strong 19 (95.0) 14 (66.7)

Moderate 1 (5.0) 5 (23.8)

Weak 0 (0) 2 (9.5)

Instrumental attitude (I think that self-measurement
would be helpful/important)

.28

Positive 18 (90.0) 14 (66.7)

Neutral 2 (10.0) 6 (28.6)

Negative 0 (0) 1 (4.8)

Subjective norm (If I do self-measurement, people who are important to me
would be supportive)

.17

Strong 19 (95.0) 17 (81.0)

Moderate 1 (5.0) 4 (19.0)

Weak 0 (0) 0 (0)

Controllability (I have control over whether I do self-measurements every 3
months)

.97

Strong 19 (95.0) 20 (95.2)

Moderate 1 (5.0) 1 (4.8)

Weak 0 (0) 0 (0)

Self-efficacy (I am confident that I can do self-measurements every 3 months) .17

Strong 19 (95.0) 17 (81.0)

Moderate 1 (5.0) 4 (19.0)

Weak 0 (0) 0 (0)

Planning (I have a plan for how I will do the
self-measurements every 3 months)

.02

Strong 18 (90.0) 11 (52.4)

Moderate 2 (10.0) 5 (23.8)

Weak 0 (0) 5 (23.8)

BCRL is a serious condition .30

Much/very much 19 (95.0) 21 (100)

Neutral 1 (5.0) 0 (0)

Not at all/somewhat 0 (0) 0 (0)

Having/getting BCRL interferes with my life .01

Much/very much 13 (65.0) 21 (100)

Neutral 4 (20.0) 0 (0)

Not at all/somewhat 3 (15.0) 0 (0)

Perceived risk of BCRL onset/exacerbation .20

Much/very much 10 (50.0) 6 (28.6)

Neutral 7 (35.0) 7 (33.3)

Not at all/somewhat 3 (15.0) 8 (38.1)

(continued)
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Table 4.
Continued

Motivational Construct No. (%) of Participants P

With BCRL
(n = 20)

Without BCRL
(n = 21)

Self-regulation ability .58

Much/very much 12 (60.0) 13 (61.9)

Neutral 6 (30.0) 4 (19.0)

Not at all/somewhat 2 (10.0) 4 (19.0)

Worry about getting/having BCRL .39

Much/very much 13 (65.0) 11 (52.4)

Neutral 4 (20.0) 3 (14.3)

Not at all/somewhat 3 (15.0) 7 (33.3)

Self-measurement would increase my worry about having/getting BCRL .86

Much/very much 2 (10.0) 3 (14.3)

Neutral 5 (25.0) 6 (28.6)

Not at all/somewhat 13 (65.0) 12 (57.1)

detection, individuals at risk of BCRL should, therefore,
seek further evaluation by a health care professional if this
degree of increase in self-measured arm circumference is
identified (either measured as an interlimb difference or
an increase in the at-risk arm over time). Importantly,
regardless of measurement technique, it is appropriate to
use a combination of objective measurements, physical
examination, and patient-reported symptoms (ie, feeling of
heaviness) when diagnosing BCRL30 to minimize the risk
of misclassification due to the inherent measurement error
associated with all measurement tools.

To further optimize the ability for early detection of BCRL,
prediction models (nomograms) have been developed to
predict who will develop BCRL based on patient
characteristics (age, body mass index), extent of cancer
therapy (radiation therapy, axillary surgery, chemotherapy
infusions), and postsurgery complications (seroma,
swelling).31,32 However, to date, these models have been
demonstrated to be inaccurate in identifying people who
develop BCRL in a clinical setting.32 Frequent monitoring
of arm circumference and volume among women at risk
for BCRL therefore continues to be the most effective
method to enable early detection and intervention to
reduce the incidence of clinical BCRL.33 It has been
hypothesized that the time of day for measurement should
be consistent for accurate prospective monitoring of arm
circumference and volume. However, in this study
participants performed the self-measurements at the time
of day that was convenient to them and we did not record
the time. The time of day for measurements may therefore
have varied between the home-based and lab-based
self-measurement sessions. Despite this, the demonstrated
excellent intrarater reliability indicates that the time of day

for measurements might not be important in obtaining
accurate measurements, further simplifying the
performance of self-managed surveillance for BCRL.

The ability of women with breast cancer to obtain
accurate, reliable, and valid measures of arm
circumference by self-measurement, without in-person
teaching by a physical therapist, is highly relevant due to
the growing number of breast cancer diagnoses. New
modes of delivering prospective surveillance for BCRL are
needed to extend the reach of and promote equal access
to surveillance programs to ensure early detection of new
onset or exacerbation. Lette34 developed a device for home
measurement of arm volume using the water displacement
method and demonstrated high accuracy compared with a
traditional, clinic-based water displacement device.
However, for people who do not have the skills or energy
to build their own water displacement device, using an
off-the-shelf tape measure is a simple and efficient
alternative option for home circumference measurement.

We demonstrated strong self-efficacy and positive attitudes
toward self-measurement among the participants.
Independence in the ability to perform objective
self-measurement of physiological conditions is suggested
to be necessary to promote self-regulation or self-care of
BCRL.35 Further, a positive belief in the controllability of
BCRL through early detection and management has been
demonstrated to be associated with adherence to
risk-management recommendations.36 In line with this,
participants in the current study found the approach easy
to learn and perform, and participants with BCRL reported
strong intention to use this new approach as a part of
their self-care strategies to manage the BCRL. A concern
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with recommending self-measurement is the potential for
increased anxiety related to developing or having BCRL.
However, although participants in the study considered
BCRL to be a serious condition, most did not associate
self-measurement with increased anxiety about developing
or having BCRL. These results reflect a 2017 Cochrane
review of 22 randomized trials and 4 quasi-randomized
trials that demonstrated the benefit of home-based
self-management programs in reducing anxiety for women
with breast cancer.37 Future prospective trials are
warranted to test if providing the resources and
knowledge for self-managed surveillance for BCRL
supports self-efficacy, reduces anxiety related to the
condition, and supports long-term sustainability of
self-surveillance.

Strengths of our study include the development of written
instructions and a video guide intended for distance-based
delivery of resources to promote self-measurements at
home without teaching or supervision by a physical
therapist. The goal was to evaluate the reliability and
validity of self-measurement as part of an overall
self-surveillance strategy for early detection of BCRL. To
contain the cost of equipment, an inexpensive tape
measure was used that is easily available for online
purchase, along with an inexpensive measurement stick.
We therefore believe that this approach has high clinical
utility to promote independence in detecting changes in
arm size, gives easily interpreted outcomes by using
low-tech measurement tools, and is supported by
educational resources that can be accessed at home. This
approach showed excellent reliability for women to obtain
consistent measurements across several days;
measurements taken by the participant were consistent
with those obtained by an experienced physical therapist.
Validity was evaluated using the perometer, one of the
gold-standard measurement tools.7 In terms of limitations,
95% of participants had some college or university
education, which is a greater proportion than the general
population of women in British Columbia, Canada, where
72% have at least some postsecondary education.38

Although breast cancer incidence is higher among women
of higher educational attainment,39,40 our sampling
approach attracted highly educated women who are
motivated to participate in research studies, which might
have impacted participants’ ability to learn and perform
the measurements accurately. The study was conducted in
a metropolitan area of high socioeconomic status where
participants responded to an open call to participate in a
laboratory-based study. The findings need to be replicated
in a more representative sample. Further, all participants in
the study had access to the internet and the performance
of the written material alone was not tested. Although our
findings support the potential of self-managed surveillance
for BCRL, it is imperative that this self-measurement
approach is tested in a clinical setting with women who
are newly diagnosed for breast cancer to evaluate the
reliability and validity within the context of a clinical

program. In addition, the effectiveness, cost-effectiveness,
and long-term feasibility of self-managed prospective
surveillance for BCRL compared with therapist-led
prospective surveillance for BCRL must be formally tested.

Clinical Implications
Physical therapists play a key role in advocating for the
provision of prospective surveillance and access to
physical therapy treatment, to address common side
effects of cancer treatment, such as BCRL.41 For women at
risk of BCRL, self-managed surveillance has the potential
to provide cost-efficient early detection of onset of BCRL,
which can lead to earlier treatment and better prognosis.2

Women with BCRL are at risk of exacerbations,42 and this
self-measurement approach also offers an opportunity to
independently detect exacerbations due to aggravating
factors (ie, summer heat, air travel, skin cuts) and monitor
the effectiveness of their self-management strategies and
compression garments, along with proactively seeking
treatment by a physical therapist as needed. This
self-measurement approach could thereby provide
physical therapists and other clinicians, such as breast
surgeons, oncologists, or oncology nurses, with a reliable
and valid method for surveillance for BCRL that can reach
a greater number of breast cancer survivors, including
those living in rural or remote areas, who would
otherwise not receive surveillance for BCRL.

Conclusion
Video and written material with instructions on how to
perform self-measurement of arm circumference results is
reliable and enables valid measurements; it promotes
confidence among women with and without BCRL in
performing self-measurement. This approach, therefore,
has the potential to make a substantial impact on
improving the reach of prospective surveillance programs
to detect BCRL early and facilitate more timely treatment
by a physical therapist.
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